hairfreé! New Self-Cleaning Hairbrush by Simply Pulling the Knob

hairfreé - a unique styling brush that takes the fuss and muss out of cleaning your brush.

Eastchester, New York (PRWEB) November 20, 2007 -- Announcing hairfreé - a unique styling brush that takes the fuss and muss out of cleaning your brush.

Unlike any other styling brush, hairfreé allows the user to create a sleek, sexy hairstyle without the use of a flat or curling iron. The brush has ceramic coated plates which produce a sleek straight hairstyle. An adjustment on the knob converts the brush into a vented brush, creating an airflow which speeds up the drying process. The most unique feature of hairfreé is the ability to quickly and easily clean the brush with a pull on the knob located on the handle. One pull and voila! The excess hair that has accumulated on the brush is pushed to the end of the bristles for easy removal. No longer will the user have the tedious, undesirable job of removing accumulated hair left on the brush. "It is a joy that I finally have a brush that leaves my hair straight without the burden of using a flat iron. And cleaning it is so easy - it's fun to clean" says Jeannie DiIuro.

In an era where hygiene has become a high priority, the hairfreé styling brush allows the user to always have a clean brush. This is especially useful for stylists at salons, as it allows them to use a clean brush on each of their customers.

For more information and a complete demonstration on the hairfreé brush, visit www.hairfree.bz.

If you would like more information about this product, or to schedule an interview with Joe DiPippo, please call 917-731-8596.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.